
INSIGHTS

Core-Flex 
Checklist
Potential Benefits 
to Consider for your 
Core-Flex  Programme

Today’s employees are less inclined than ever to accept 
a one-size-fits-all compensation or benefits program 
– that’s especially true when it comes to employee
relocations. Therefore, as companies update or design
Core-Flex programmes, it’s important that options are
relevant to employees in a variety of personal situations.

To build a suitable menu, review a full range of relocation 
assistance provisions before carefully selecting the ones 
to include as optional or core benefits.  

In a recent insideMOBILITY® poll*, nearly two-thirds 
of Mobility professionals reported their companies 
currently use a Core-Flex benefit system or stated  
that they plan to do so by the end of 2020.  

> Core benefits provided
to every employee in a
category or tier

> Optional benefits that
reflect an employee’s
personal situation and
priorities

Core-Flex programmes offer 
personalised relocation 

packages that incorporate:

*2018 insideMOBILITY Global Mobility Summit Survey PAGE 1
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Allowances/Cash
> Cost of Living Adjustment 
> Housing, Education, Transportation,  
   Hardship, etc.
> Miscellaneous Expense Allowances
> Localisation Allowance
> Other Lump Sum Allowances
> Tax Protection/Gross-Up
> Duplicate Housing Reimbursement 

Services
> Pre-Decision Services
> Destination Services
> Spousal and/or Family  
   Assistance
> Language/Cultural Training
> Tenancy Management
> Tax Equalisation
> Home Finding Assistance
> Rental Assistance
> Mortgage Assistance

Removals
> Ground Shipments  
> Air and Sea Shipments
> Vehicle Shipment
> Storage of Household Goods
> Pet Shipments

Housing
> Home Marketing Assistance (U.S.)
> Property Management
> Home Sale Assistance
> New Home Purchasing Assistance
> Housing Allowances
> Temporary Housing
> Lease Cancellation

Travel
> House Hunting Trip
> Final Trip to Destination
> Home Leave
> Emergency Assistance
> Rest & Relaxation Trips
> Return Trips

For more information and guidance read: Guide to Designing a Successful Core-Flex Programme

For some, Core-Flex can increase 
employee satisfaction, reduce 
costs and create cost certainty in a 
Mobility programme. Implementing 
and managing one that eases 
administration for your team and 
internal stakeholders and ensures 
exceptional experiences for your 
mobile employees requires careful 
planning. Customising the right 
amount of consultation balanced 
with useful technology can simplify 
and enhance the experience.  
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> Here’s a relocation
   provision checklist that 
   can guide your Core-Flex 
   menu strategy.

https://info.graebel.com/gb/core-flex-guide

